PLANS UNFOLD FOR HUMAN ROSEBUSS

Great Juvenile Pageant in Festival to be Better Than Ever. Is Word.

MANY DETAILS SECRET

Powerful Ideas Will be Warren Into Floral Parade on East Side; Han

...it is said that the festival will be one of the greatest that has ever been held. It is said that the festival will be one of the greatest that has ever been held.

CANDIDATE IS SUED

Campaign "Scandal" Loans in Suit for Printing Bill.

"PROMISES" ARE ALLEGED

C. W. Garland Will Investigate to See if the Violated George Freely

...and that the violation of George Freely will be investigated.

WOMAN ROUTS PLUMBER

ITALIAN OUTFIT TO NEWER CONNECTIONS WITH HOME.

Irrec Hanover Stand Over Executu.. until Worker. Next by City. Honorable.

A plumber also is committed on the charges of

POSTMASTER WANTS ROOM

ADDITIONAL SPACE IN RESOURCES REQUESTED BY MR. MERRICK

It is immediately
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Friendship Circles

The newest effect in Brooches, emblematic of the endless circle of friendship. They are as beautiful as they are unique. Come in and see them and draw your own conclusions.

Abstinence Styles of Taste.

PICNIC COLUMBUS CLUB PICNIC

Next Thursday Decoration Day
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